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Learning Objectives





Learn how to program using recognizable language used extensively in the
industry
Learn how automated CNC programming enables you to program parts quickly and
consistently
Discover a broad range of programming capabilities, from 3-axis mills to complex
multi-axis milling and turning centers
Learn how to quickly and efficiently program of all of your parts

Description
This class will teach you how to program using Autodesk, Inc.’s, FeatureCAM software. It will
focus on using FeatureCAM software’s automation to help you program your parts faster, more
efficiently, and more consistently. FeatureCAM is a feature-based CAM system, which means
that it uses common industry terminology during the programming process to keep you from
learning specialized terms just to program your parts. This session features FeatureCAM.

Your AU Expert(s)
Jeremy Malan worked for 11 years as a machinist in various different industries, ranging from mold
and die to aerospace, with most of his experience being in job shops doing different types of jobs
daily. As a machinist he programmed with Mastercam, SmartCAM, and Delcam FeatureCAM. After
using FeatureCAM for 7 years he came to work for Delcam in 2007, doing support for FeatureCAM.
He started with a team of 5 Salt Lake City-based Application Engineers (AE). In 2010 he had the
opportunity to go into management, and was involved as the company grew the Support Team into 5
offices and over 30 AEs. In 2016 Jeremy joined Autodesk as part of the Delcam acquisition and
continues to manage the support team for North America.
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Learn how to program using recognizable language used extensively in the
industry
Advantage of Feature Based Machining
Feature based machining allows users of FeatureCAM to define areas to be machined based on
objects they already know and understand, features. Feature based program greatly increased
the programming speed over traditional process based CAM system because it utilizes
automation built into the features to define operation specific cutting parameters that otherwise
would need to be defined by the user.

Traditional CAM approach
Traditional CAM systems are Operation Based and require you to program every operation, one
at a time, to create your part. All the manufacturing details are left to the machinist. That means
that you must specify the details for every Spot Drill, Drill, Ream, and Roughing pass of your
part.

FeatureCAM feature based machining
With FeatureCAM you generate your part using features such as tapped hole, boss,
pocket, or turned groove and the operations are automatically created. FeatureCAM also
manages the details of the manufacturing process such as Tool selection, Speed and
Feed Rates, and Toolpaths. To modify any element of the part program, just change a
few settings on a feature and a whole new set of operations are generated to reflect your
changes.

Ease of Use
Ease of Use comes naturally for FeatureCAM because it was originally developed as a
graphical Windows-based program. FeatureCAM is full of graphical feedback, Step-byStep wizards and tutorial-style animations that run directly in the program dialog boxes.
Ease of use has always been a FeatureCAM advantage and we continue to study ways
to make our system even easier to learn and use.
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What is a feature
It is easiest to think of Features in terms of common shop terms, for instances and area that
looks like a pocket will commonly be defined as a pocket feature. An area that looks like a hole
will be defined as a hole features. In addition we can take it a step further and define objects
that look like chamfers as chamfer features. To further explain this, if we look at the part below
and consider how we would manufacture it we can see that it can be broken down into a series
of Machining Operations.






We would probably want to start by Facing off the top of the part.
Then we would move on to cutting the ride and left Sides of the part
We could then move on to cutting the areas that look like Pockets
And finally we would finish off with center drilling, drilling, and counter boring the
Holes

First program
When you first start FeatureCAM you will be greeted with the New Part Document Wizard that
will help you choose which type of part document and units you wish to start with, as well as the
desired way to define your new stock.





Select Milling Setup as your document type
Select Inch as your Unit of Measure
Select Wizard as your Initial stock dialog
Click OK
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Next FeatureCAM will begin to guide you through the process of defining your stock




Select Block as the shape of the stock
Enter the dimensions of 1” Thickness, 6” Width, and 6” Length
Select Next 3 times

FeatureCAM then starts the Setup Wizard
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Select Next twice
Select Finish then Select OK

We are now ready to begin creating geometry that defines the features necessary to cut our
part


From the TOOLBOX select Step#2, Geometry
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Select the checkbox for Create more than 1, and select the Circle from Center,
Radius icon



Place 3 circles on the graphics window like below





Press the Esc key
Select the Geometry step again
Select the Two Point Line icon
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Snap 3 lines Tangent to the 3 circles creating a triangular shape



From the Steps menu select Step#3 Curves



Select Chain pieces of geometry into a closed boundary using a single mouse
click.
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Select where indicated in the picture below



Select Create from the window at the Geometry Bar located near the bottom of
FeatureCAM




From Steps select Features
Select Pocket in the From Curve section
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Select Next, Finish, then OK
Select Toolpaths from the Steps.

The Simulation Toolbar will be raised


Right Mouse click in the graphics window and select Isometric



From this toolbar select

(3D simulation) and click

(Play).
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By expanding the Results window you will see that FeatureCAM has automatically chosen
everything you need to fully machine this part as it has been defined so far. With you just
defining a Pocket, FeatureCAM chose operations, tools, feeds, speeds, stepovers, and
stepdowns to fully machine the pocket.
From here we can open the properties of the pocket by clicking on the pocket wireframe in the
graphics window. Once inside the properties we can modify the pocket feature to include a draft
angle, bottom radius, and a chamfer. Let’s give it a draft angle of 7° and a chamfer of .025”.
When we click apply, we will see that FeatureCAM automatically adds the necessary operations
to the list of operations necessary to fully machine the defined pocket feature.
In addition to these option, FeatureCAM also give you the ability to modify how it approaches
milling this pocket, available on the Strategy tab. In the Strategy tab you will see many options
including, Pre-drill, and Use Semi-finish pass. If you check the box next to either of these two
options then click Apply, you will see that FeatureCAM automatically adds the necessary
operations to machine the feature as desired.
One last important item to point out is that if you wish to modify any part of the boundary curve
that we used to define this pocket, FeatureCAM will adjust the machining strategy appropriately.
Select one of the three circles by single clicking on it in the graphics window. Modify the radius
of the circle to .25, the click the Modify button. Notice that FeatureCAM updates the 3D
wireframe view of the pocket feature, more than that it will also update the tools diameters that
are necessary to machine the feature. A simulation of this feature will show that FeatureCAM
also updates the toolpath as necessary.
All of this knowledge comes from customizable Machining Attributes and Configurations.
You can set all of these configurations and attributes that can make FeatureCAM machine your
parts the way you want them to be machined.

Learn how automated CNC programming enables you to program parts
quickly and consistently
Feature Recognition
FeatureCAM comes with an option called feature recognition. Feature recognition is simply the
ability of FeatureCAM to recognize these normal machining features from surface and solid
models. This, coupled with FeatureCAM’s automation allows for faster programming times than
can be achieved with traditional CAM programs. There is two types of feature recognition
available in FeatureCAM, Automatic Feature Recognition, and, Interactive Feature
Recognition. In the next section, we will look at the differences and benefits to each of these
feature recognition types.
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Programming using Automatic Feature Recognition in FeatureCAM
Automatic Feature Recognition is an option in FeatureCAM that allows the user to
automatically recognize features from a solid model. If a user has already customized a
toolcrib, material type with feeds and speeds, and machining configurations for their
desired cutting conditions (i.e. machine and material combination) the programming of
parts using Automatic Feature Recognition will greatly reduce programming time. This
allows the part to get to the machine faster, which reduces the overall cost of producing
the part. Following is a tutorial on using Automatic Feature Recognition (AFR).




Import a solid model and set up the part document for machining, including defining stock
and setup. For this tutorial we are going to open a part file that already has a solid model
imported as well as the stock and setup defined (01_AFR vs IFR.fm).
Navigate to the Construct menu.
Select Automatic Feature Recognition




Ensure that ps_solid1 is in the selection dropdown
Select Next
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You will see that FeatureCAM gives a list of available setups to recognize features from.
FeatureCAM is capable of recognizing Features on multiple setups, allowing you to completely
program parts that require multiple operations at one time.


Select Next again

You can see that FeatureCAM gives you a list of available features that it has found (as well as
a preview in the graphics window. At this point you can either include any or all of the features
that you want, just place a check in the box next to the features you would like created.




Select Finish
Expand the Results window and select the Op List tab
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You can now run a 3D simulation and see that the part is fully programmed. What is important is
that the part may not be programmed in the most efficient way possible or in the way that you
would like to see it run on the machine. For Example: when cutting around the outside of the
part, you will see that we make 3 different features that end up cutting the outside at some point,
two of these features also cut into the triangular shaped pocket on the inside and include the
slots that run to the outside of the part. Ideally we would cut the triangular pocket in one feature
from top to bottom, then do the same for all of the outside features and the grooves, and finally
we would drill all of the holes. This is where the second type of Feature Recognition
(Interactive Feature Recognition, or IFR) come in.
Click on the Details tab and notice at the top that we have a total estimated machining time of
approximately 21 minutes. Next we will look at programming the same part using Interactive
Feature Recognition and compare the machining times.

Programming using Interactive Feature Recognition (IFR) with FeatureCAM
Interactive Feature Recognition is FeatureCAM’s tool that allows users to interactively
recognize features from surfaces or solid models during the programming process. Rather than
just allowing FeatureCAM to fully recognize and create the features on its own, the user assists
FeatureCAM in programming by defining what type of features they want cut and the surfaces
that they want to make up these features. FeatureCAM then uses that information to create the
feature, including any boundaries, tool selections, feeds and speeds, stepovers, stepdowns, etc.
necessary for successful machining of the Feature.
For this Tutorial we will utilize the same part file that we have already programmed using AFR,
simply close the file and re-open it.


From the Steps menu select the Features step
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Select Pocket
Check the box next to Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION, Then click Next

There are a number of option available to recognize features from solid models here is a brief
overview of each:



1. Select side surfaces – This option allows the user to select side surfaces that are
perpendicular to the setup XY plane
2. Use horizontal surface - As the name indicates, this option allows you to select any
surface that is horizontal or parallel with the setup XY plane to define your feature
3. Automatic recognition – allows FeatureCAM to analyze the part to find all features that
make up the selected feature type
4. Chain feature curves – will create temporary geometry at all edge intersections and
allow the you to chain curves that will be used to describe the boundary of the feature
5. Use horizontal section – similar to chain feature curves in that it allows you to chain
curves based on temporary geometry generated by FeatureCAM, the difference is that
this option allows you to select a slice location along the setup Z axis. FeatureCAM will
then generate the temporary geometry at all edges at that slice location.
Select Automatic recognition then click Next
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FeatureCAM will show a 3D wireframe of any pocket features that it has found click Select
All then click Finish

Now that we have created the inside pocket, let’s begin work on the outside of the part. If we
analyze the part we can see that there are two features around the outside that can be can be
cut, plus the whole outside profile of the part. To reduce the amount of machining time it may be
desirable to cut the whole outside profile first, then come back and machine away the two other
features on each side of the part.


From Steps select Features
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Select Side, put a check in the box next to Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION and click
Next



Select Automatic Recognition then click Next



Click Select All then Finish
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In the Toolbox select Part View and notice that FeatureCAM has created a separate side
feature for each of the highlighted areas to be machined (4 in all).
We now have just a few features left to fully program this part, one more groove that runs from
the outside of the part into the triangular pocket and the holes.




From Steps select Features
Select Side, check the box next to Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION, then click Next
Use Select side surfaces then click Next



From the graphics window hold down Ctrl and right click on each of the two surfaces that
make up the final milling feature.
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Click the green + then click Finish and OK
Select Features from Steps again
Select Hole and check the box next to Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION then click Next



Select Recognize and construct multiple holes then click Next
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Check the box next to Merge holes of the same parameters into a pattern Click Select
All then Finish

Run a 3D simulation to see the part machine fully. Expand the Results window and click on the
Details. By programing this part the way that we want it programmed using feature recognition
we get a total estimated machining time of approximately 11 ½ minutes. Compare the 11 ½
minute result to the program that FeatureCAM made for us using Automatic Feature
Recognition which was approximately 21 minutes, that is a total time savings of 10 minutes.
Overall, we see that while AFR will result in the same part being machined, often times we can
save valuable machine time by programming the part a bit more hands on but still recognizing
the features from the model using Interactive Feature Recognition.
Why would you use AFR over IFR if the results are so different? The answer lies predominantly
in programming time. Many users will use IFR to program their production run jobs with high
part count to save time, while using AFR to program smaller or even one off jobs in between
getting their production parts programmed. Because AFR makes programming parts so fast,
users can simply import a solid and output a program in just a matter of a few clicks and have
that part running on the machine while programming their production parts, optimizing machine
and programming time.

Feature Based Machining for Turning and Turn/Mill
Advantage to programming turning parts in FeatureCAM
As we have seen FeatureCAM utilizes feature based programming. Because feature
based programming requires the users input for setting desired setting (attributes and
configuration) this same information can be applied to turning and turn/mill parts.
FeatureCAM has the ability to recognize features form surfaces and solids in turn and
turn/mill just as it does in milling; this allows you to program you parts the same way
every time with the same expected results since you will be using the same smart
settings every time you program. To demonstrate this we will look at two different
turn/mill parts, as we program these parts notice how all of your turning features will be
made the same way and give you the same expected results. Also notice that when we
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program milling features for use on a turn/mill application, those milling features will give
you the same expected results that you have been seeing in the milling examples.
As we have seen programing utilizing the user customizable settings and AFR in FeatureCAM
can greatly reduce the time needed to program. All of this translates to high end programming of
complex Turn/Mill parts as well. In this tutorial we will look at a simple example of Turn/Mill
using AFR can help you standardize your machining processes and program your parts fast.
We will also take a look at how FeatureCAM can help you manage your Turn/Mill machines with
limited or no Y axis travel.
We will start with a solid model that has already been imported and setup in FeatureCAM
(02_flange.fm). As before, we simply imported a solid model into a Turn/Mill file, defined the
stock as a cylinder around the solid model and placed the setup at the front of the solid model,
we left some material on the front of the part for a facing operation.






Open or import your part, define your stock and setup as outlined above
From Steps select Automatic Feature Recognition
Ensure flange is selected in the dropdown menu, then select Next
Because the hole going through the part is small enough to be drilled, we are only going to
drill it, uncheck the box next to bore 01, then select Finish
Run a simulation to see the finished results if desired.

Expand the Results window and notice that FeatureCAM has created all of the features and
thereby the operations necessary to fully machine this part. You will notice some drill
operations in the operations list that specify a tool with –rotary attached to the end of the tool
name.

This –rotary tag signifies that this operation is being cut with a live tool on a Turn/Mill machine.
FeatureCAM assumes that all Turn/Mill parts are being programmed for machines that do not
have a Y axis, so all features will be cut in line with the machine X axis to ensure that no Y axis
toolpath is created. If we want to be able to cut this part on a machine with a Y axis:


Double click on one of the hole feature from the graphics window or by double clicking on
one of the hole2 operations in the Operations list
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On the Dimensions tab check the box next to Cut feature using Y Axis coordinate

This will activate the option to specify a C Angle. The angle that you specify is the angle that
FeatureCAM will lock the C axis at prior to machining the feature, then use Y axis to position the
tool correctly to drill the hole in the correct location. All milling features have this ability so you
can use your machines Y axis and orient the part in the machine to account for the limited travel
generally associated with Y axis on Turn/Mill machines.

Discover a broad range of programming capabilities, from 3-axis mills to
complex multi-axis milling and turning centers
Program your B-Axis Turn/mill using FeatureCAM
FeatureCAM Turn/Mill has the ability to cut features that required multi axis movement, all the
way up to simultaneous B axis head movement. As with all features created in FeatureCAM,
FeatureCAM will utilize the customizable settings to ensure that you program your complex
Turn/Mill parts in the same manner that all of your other programming is done in FeatureCAM.
This ensures that you will have quick, effective programming of your parts giving you and/or
your machine operator the same expected results.
For this tutorial (03_FTM_BAxis.x_t ) we will import a solid model. We will align the model,
create our setups, and setup our stock. We will then program the part on the main spindle,
transfer to the sub spindle and face the part on the sub spindle. There will be multiple features,
requiring lots of different positioning with the machine. This tutorial will show how easy
programming complex turn/mill machines can be using FeatureCAM.
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Import your model by dragging and dropping “03_FTM_BAxis.x_t” into FeatureCAM
For New Part Document Type select Turn/Mill and OK
Select Use the wizard to establish the initial stock location and stock size and Next




Align Z with center of revolved surface by clicking on
Select the surface shown below by clicking in the area indicated with the arrow



Ensure Z is align in the correct direction by referring to the symbol in the lower left corner
of the viewing window. Click Reverse Z as required to adjust and click Next



For this example we are not concerned with the orientation of our X axis so we will hit
Next
Select Round for the Stock Type and click Next
Select Center of revolved surface and pick the surface shown in red below
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Select Enter specific stock dimensions and use the dimensions show below
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Using the next dialog, position the setup in the location shown below, and select Finish





You will now be presented with a dialog to begin AFR. Click Next
As we want to recognize the holes later select No and click Next
Choose Select features for Setup 1. This will find all the features looking down the ZAxis of the part. We only want to use two of the features it finds, which are face 01 and
turn 01. We will find the others at a later time. Click Finish

Note: Before we proceed we need to make sure we have the correct post selected.


From the Toolbox double click Post Process
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Browse to the Machine Data folder and select the Mori Seiki NT.cnc. Click Open and
OK

Run the simulation now and notice that all of the turning is complete. We are now ready to
create all of our milling features. We will start with cutting the two face features at the front of the
part.




Open the New Feature dialog
Choose Turn/Mill and click Next
Select Face and Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION, click Next



Select Around the index axis, Normal to surface, and Pick surface, choosing the
surface shown below in red. Ensure that the “blue arrow” indicating the Z axis is pointing
in the correct direction, using the Reverse direction function if required. After confirming
everything looks correct (as shown below), click Next
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With the previous face still highlighted red, click the Green +
you are creating and click Next



The thickness will automatically be populated based on the amount of material to be
removed. Click Next
For this example we are going to keep all the default settings. Click Finish



to add it as the feature

We have now created this feature, but before we move on, we will pattern this feature to create
the face located 180 degrees from the one we just created




Open the New Feature dialog
Choose Turn/Mill and click Next
From the right side of the dialog select Pattern and click Next
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Face 2 should already be added, but if not, add this now. Click Next



Select Radial around index axis and click Next



Populate the dialog as seen below and click Finish
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Run a 3D simulation to verify our part looks correct so far. Once again FeatureCAM has
selected our feeds/speeds/stepdowns all based on the customizable user settings, ensuring
consistency and efficiency through our entire programming process.

Next we will program the two pockets located on the faces we just created.





Open the New Feature dialog
Choose Turn/Mill and click Next
Select Pocket and Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION. Click Next
Select Around the index axis, Normal to surface, and click Next

FeatureCAM maintains the previous settings so our alignment is already set based on our last
feature we created



Select Automatic recognition and click Next
Pick the pocket we want to program by clicking on the blue outline of it. Once selected it
will change to red. Click Finish
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We will now pattern this feature in the exact same way we did the last one.
 Open the New Feature dialog
 Choose Turn/Mill and click Next
 Select Pattern and click Next
 Pocket 1 should already be added, but if not, add this now. Click Next
 Select Radial around index axis and click Next
 Number = 2, Spacing angle = 180 and click Finish
For the next step we will create the side features that contain the through holes
 Open the New Feature dialog
 Choose Turn/Mill and click Next
 Select Side and Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION and click Next



Select Around the index axis and Normal to surface. Use the Pick surface
select the surface shown below in red



Pick Select side surfaces and click Next

to
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Select the surfaces shown in green below and using the
Click Next



Verify the Machining Side is correct and click Next



The Top and Bottom should automatically be entered based on the surfaces we already
selected. Click Next

add them to the feature.
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The Dimensions of the feature should be entered based on the surfaces already
selected. Click Next
We will use all the default settings from here on out. Click Finish.

Using the same steps we did before, pattern this feature to get the side features on the other
side completed. Run a 3D simulation and your part should look like the one below.

We will now create the “hex” around the diameter of the part, followed by creating the pockets in
each of the sides of the “hex”.





Open the New Feature dialog
Choose Turn/Mill and click Next
Select Side and Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION. Click Next
Select Along the setup Z-Axis and click Next
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Select Use horizontal section and in the Elevation enter -1.9685 and click Next

NOTE: YOU CAN CLICK ON THE WORD “ELEVATION” AND PICK THE SURFACE SHOWN ABOVE IN GREEN TO PICK THE
NUMBER WE HAVE ENTERED



Using the

pick the slice location and click Next

The location you pick is important as it determines the shape of the feature. You should pick
somewhere between the two green dotted lines in the image below. FeatureCAM will slice the
model at that location and then project the resulting geometry to the “Elevation” we chose
previously. This allows us complete control of the shape we are creating.
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We now need to pick from the geometry that has been created, what we want to machine. To do
this we will first change the type of curve we are creating to a closed curve and then click on a
piece of the geometry we want to create the curve.


Change the curve type to closed curve by clicking on the icon shown below with the



arrow labeled
Click on a piece of the geometry in the image below shown in dark blue as seen by the
arrow labeled

Click Next



Click Next



Select the bottom of our feature by using the
green below. Click Finish

and clicking on the surface shown in
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Open the New Feature dialog
Choose Turn/Mill and click Next
Select Pocket and Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION. Click Next



Select Around the index Axis and Normal to surface. Using the Pick Surface
function to pick the surface shown in red below. Click Next
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Select Automatic recognition and click Next
Select the pocket and click Finish

We will now pattern this pocket around the part, this time creating 6 instances in our pattern.







Open the New Feature dialog
Choose Turn/Mill and click Next
From the right side of the dialog select Pattern and click Next
Pocket 2 should already be added, but if not, add this now. Click Next
Select Radial around index axis and click Next
Populate the dialog as seen below and click Finish
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Run a 3D simulation and you will likely see that we have a gouge that is occurring. Why is this?
Within my Automatic Ordering Options I have it set for FeatureCAM to minimize tool changes.
Since pocket 1 and pocket 2 are using the same tool it is putting them together and before the
side feature which cuts the surfaces that should come before these pockets. We have several
very easy ways we can modify this behavior. Since I want to behavior throughout my part, I am
going to choose to move both of these pocket features to occur after the side feature. This will
allow me to minimize tools, while also eliminating the gouge.


In the Part View, click on side 3 and drag it between face 2 and pattern 2 so the final
results looks like the image below

Run the 3D simulation again and you should see that the part is now being cut as we would
want.
The last items we need to program are all of the holes. Once completed we can then create our
setup for our sub-spindle and transfer to the sub to face our part to the finish length.






Open the New Feature dialog
Choose Turn/Mill and click Next
Select Hole and Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION. Click Next
Select Along the setup Z-axis and click Next
Select Recognize and construct multiple holes and click Next
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Click Select All and Finish






Open the New Feature dialog
Choose Turn/Mill and click Next
Select Hole and Extract with FeatureRECOGNITION. Click Next
Select Around the index axis, Automatic and click Next
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Select Recognize and construct multiple holes, check the box Exclude holes with
diameter: and set the Greater than to 0.5. Click Next

 Click Select All and click Finish
Run the 3D simulation and verify everything looks correct. If you are happy with your program, it
is time to create our setup for the sub-spindle and transfer to that spindle.


Double-click on Setup 1 in the Part View
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The Setups dialog will pop up. This dialog allows us to create and modify all the setups in our
part.


Click New, followed by clicking Next twice



Use the
and Pick location
to position your setup as indicated with the blue
arrows seen below. Click Next twice
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Verify Spindle Location is set to Sub Spindle and click Finish



Close the Setups dialog box and pick Top View

Now that we have created our sub-spindle setup we want to go back to the main spindle
program and place our sub-spindle transfer there.
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Select Setup 1 by single left clicking on it in the Part View





Open the New Feature dialog
Choose Turning and click Next
Select Part Handling and click Next



Select Slug Transfer and enter the dimensions seen below and click Next
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Here you are able to see all of the options we are able to utilize during a spindle transfer.
Items such as spindle synchronization, which turret is going to handle the transfer, tool
locations during transfer, etc. For this example we will keep the defaults. Click Finish



Select Setup 2 by single left clicking on it in the Part View
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Open the New Feature dialog
Choose Turning and click Next
Select Face and click Next
Change the Thickness to be 0.8, click Next twice



Enable Rough pass and Finish pass and click Finish
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We have now completed our program and would like to simulate this on the machine to ensure
that we do not have any collisions that we have not considered. Before we can do this we need
to set the clamp location of the main spindle. This is the location that the jaws of the machine
are clamping onto our stock.




Double-click on Setup 1 in the Part View.
Select Edit and click Next until you come to the simulation information dialog
Set the Z offset to -5.5 and click Finish



Select Machine Simulation and play the simulation
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Almost immediately you should start to see gouging. If we had not ran Machine Simulation we
would have never known that either our tools or our holders were not long enough to cut this
part.
In this example we will correct this by addling some length to our holders. In a real world
example you would have holders and would be able to model those holders in FeatureCAM to
ensure an accurate simulation.




From the Part View, double-click on Spindles and Tool Holders
Double-Click on the holder named MillTurn1 to bring up the properties
Fill out the properties as seen below, click OK



Run the machine simulation to see the results of your completed program.

You have programed a complex turn/mill part that will result in a program that run the same as
any other turning program or any other milling program in FeatureCAM. This is made possible
by FeatureCAM’s feature based machining approach, in which it utilizes common shop terms for
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creating features. In addition, FeatureCAM’s built in automation through customizable user
settings allow for repeatable, consistent, fast programming of all of your parts.

Learn how to quickly and efficiently program of all of your parts
Advanced Programming Interface
Use of the Advanced Programming Interface (API) functionality that FeatureCAM contains
affords you endless opportunities to adapt the software and customize functionality specific to
your needs.
In this next example (04_FCAMAddins2014_5axisIFR.fm) we are going to show how through
the use of an Addin we were able to create 5-axis IFR technology. This Addin has enabled our
customers to cut down their programming time significantly while as ensuring the program their
5-axis parts accurately and consistently.



Open or import your part, define your stock and setup as outlined above
Go to Options and select Add-Ins…
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Select Library



Search for 5Axis and select 5AxisMkSetupRunIFR.bas. Click Load and select OK
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Confirm you have the Add-In loaded and click OK

Notice that in this example the stock has already been cut to size. The only thing we need to cut
is all of the features in each side of the block. Typically with a part like this we would need a
setup in each orientation and then we would need to create each feature, either through manual
creation or using the preferred method of FeatureRECOGNITION.
This addin is designed to find features on any plane that you have selected. To make the
selection process simple I have color coded all of the bottoms of the features as these will be
the planes required.


Select one of the surfaces colored dark green. For me I have chosen the clover shaped
pocket, now showing red in the image below
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Lick on the Edit menu and choose Select by Color/Type

By default the dark green color should be chosen as it was already selected. In addition to this
the entity type of Solid was selected as well as that is the type of entity we had selected.
 Click OK

When we enabled the 5AxisMkSetupRunIFR.bas add-In a button was created. Most likely on a
toolbar by itself. Likely this button is in the upper left corner of the screen.
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Locate this button and click on it

Upon clicking this button you should start to see the addin go to work, creating setups and
populating each setup with features. Once complete, run a Centerline simulation.

Conclusion
FeatureCAM’s unique feature based programming system utilizes a combination of known shop
terms and smart user customizable settings to make programing your parts easy and fast. You
will always get the consistent results that you require from FeatureCAM because of the
automation. Changes to programs are easy and quick with just the click of a few buttons, you
can add, remove, and customize your cutting operations to suite the cutting style that you need
for your parts, your machines, and your shop
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